A Simplified Approach to Reducing Cardiovascular Risk.
Cardiovascular disease remains the number one cause of morbidity and mortality in the United States, despite major advances in our understanding of its pathogenesis and prevention. One reason for this continued epidemic is the poor adherence to treatment guidelines by caregivers and the lack of understanding by patients relative to its reversibility with treatment. Current guidelines are complex and often contradictory; there are at least 21 organizations publishing guidelines. This article proposes a simplified approach that is based on the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) hypothesis stating that the lower the LDL cholesterol (LDL-C), the less the cardiovascular disease. This goal focuses on obtaining a plasma LDL-C <50 mg/dL. A positive coronary artery calcium scan in conjunction with an intermediate online cardiovascular risk score will identify individuals with substantial cardiovascular disease risk. With lifestyle improvements (including a low cholesterol diet) and low-dose hypolipemic generic oral medications, this LDL-C concentration is readily achievable in the majority of asymptomatic patients at risk for atherosclerosis. Controlling the cardiovascular epidemic will require participation of both the patient and the physician caregiver. By simplifying the therapeutic regimen, patient compliance will increase, and an important reduction in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality will follow.